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Section I. Fifteen {15f Compulsory questions. SSmarks

01. Draw the output waveform for each rectifier type from the figure below? Smarks

Rectifimtype : lklf-wrye Full-wave Ceebc-t*p

3ru3ilq
$pieat*utpt
rvcveftrm;

O2. Convert the binary number (1O01.O101)z into its equivalent decimal number? 4marks

03. Give the next three numbers of the following hexadecimal sequence:

445" 4A6, 4A?, &&*,. . . ; .".... ..'"i-.......-";.,....."...i 
3marks

O4. From the given two signals in figure (a) and (b), which one is analog and which one

digital? 4marks

Seheinatic
dia$*m:

(OR operation, AND operation, NOT operation, nothing).

O6. What are the three basic logic gates?

07. Deline a filter.

08. Simplift the following Boolean expression:

09. Give the two ways to drop the SCR out of conduction?

1O. The SCR can conduct current if ............
) the anode-to-cathode voltage exceeds Ven

) a current pulse is applied to the gate

) both a and b are correct

l none of the above

2marks

3marks

2marks

4marks

4marks

4marks

Bridge Rec{ifia
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11. Give the name of the two terminals shown in figure below: 4marks

pm-iunctiau I

1x*-iunctioar 3

12.

13.

What are the basic elements of a PLC? 4marks

From the figure below, explain the operation of an off-delay, timed closed timer, also

called a normally closed, timed closed {NCTCI timer. The timing relay ORl} has been

set for 5 seconds.

L1

6marks

Pt-i

14. Depending upon the methodologz of programming, erasing and reprogramming

information into ROMs, classify the types of ROM. Smarks

15. Provide at least three advantages of digital electronics system.

o,

Qz

TR1

Section II. Choose and answer eny three {3f questions.

Smarks

3Omarks

16. List out five (5) scale of integration, describe them with their density.

L7. Learn the register below give its narne and explain it by using waveform
lOmarks

lOmarks
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18. List out five (5) difference between latch and flip-flop.

(Put the difference on the table as indicated belowf.

f (A, B, C,D) : > (1,2,3, 4,7,9, LO, L2l

Section III. Choose and answer any one (1) question.

lOmarks

lOmarks

lSmarks

19. Find the convenient answers to the following questions:

a) Give the internal construction and logic symbol of JK flip flop.
b) Explain and give modification, internal construction, logic symbol and truth table done

from JK flip flop to D flip flop.
lOmarks

2O. Using the truth table; implement the following Boolean expression using minimum
number of 3-input NAND gates. (Where: L, 2, 3, 4,7,9, lO, 12 are decimal numbers)

Latch Flip-flop
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
b. 5.

2L. The control system as PLC has the following question, explain them.
af Define aPLC.
bl By a net sketch explain the working principle of PLCs.
cf List out any advantages of PLCs.
dl Explain the architecture of PLCs.
el Explain the process of scanning of PLCs.

22. The modeling SFC control below shown the modeling control/automation of lifting a load
from right to left in industry of furnace Learn it, identiff the elements contain with this
system and Draw tle SFC scripts of this control system.

lSmarks
23. Awired J-K flip-flop below has SKHZ as input n frequency

A. Calculate its output frequency.
B. Calculate its modulus.
C. What is modulus?
D. Sketch the output waveform

-o.

rn

lSmarks

lSmarks

p
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